
Math 5335: Geometry GeoGebra Lab Assignment #3

The goal of this lab assignment is to illustrate through the proof of Theorem 6.16, which is a fundamental result about

isometries and allows us to classify them:

Theorem 6.16. Every isometry can be expressed as the composition of three or fewer reflections.

You should carefully read through the background information on this page and the “warm-up” GeoGebra exercises

before completing the lab assignment on page 2.

Background Information

In Chapters 2 and 3 we defined congruence of line segments (equal length) and congruence of angles (equal measure).

In Chapter 4 we used isometries to give a more general definition of congruence, which encompassed both of those

earlier definitions:

Definition 4.32. Two subsets of R2 are congruent if there is an isometry which sends one of them

to another.

To rephrase in terms of triangles: 4ABC is congruent to 4DEF if there is an isometry which sends one to the other.

In other words, if I can translate, reflect and/or rotate 4ABC and get it to exactly match up with 4DEF , they’re

congruent. For example, if I reflect every point in 4ABC over the line `, the result is a congruent triangle with the

same side lengths and angles:

Furthermore, given two congruent triangles, it turns out there is exactly one isometry which sends one to the other;

that was Theorem 4.17. The upshot of all this is that we can prove Theorem 6.16 as follows: take any two congruent

triangles 4ABC and 4DEF , and show that you can always send 4ABC to 4DEF by reflecting across one, two or

three lines.1 In the following pictures, for example, 4ABC reflects across ` to get 4A′B′C, which is reflected across

a second line m to get 4A′′B′′C ′′, which is reflected across a third line n, where it lands on 4DEF .

1More precisely: given an isometry U , take any triangle 4ABC and let 4DEF = U(4ABC). Now we want to show we can send 4ABC

to 4DEF using three or fewer reflections, which would mean we’ve constructed U as a composition of those reflections.



If we use the notation M` for reflection across `, we can describe this as the composition of three reflections:

4DEF =Mn ◦Mm ◦M`(4ABC) or 4DEF =Mn(Mm(M`(4ABC)))

Finally, recall the following rule, which you noted in class. Make sure you understand/remember why it’s true before

you continue on to the lab assignment. (Draw a picture!)

Rule. Let ` be the perpendicular bisector of XY . Then the reflection of X across ` is Y , and the

reflection of Y across ` is X.

Warmup GeoGebra Exercises

You do not need to turn anything in for this section. Your goal is to learn how to create reflections in GeoGebra.

(1) Open a new GeoGebra window. Create a point A, and then add two or three lines in your window which do

not go through A.

(2) Choose the Reflect tool (its icon is a blue dot reflected to a red dot across a line) and click on A and a line,

in that order. GeoGebra will reflect A across the line and create a point A′. Now reflect A′ across a different

line to get A′′. If you have a third line, you could repeat the process. Note that you might have to zoom out

and/or drag the entire picture to see your reflected points.

(3) Drag A around and you should see the reflections move. Same if you drag the lines around. If you’re having

trouble with this step, check with me during office hours.

(4) Before continuing on to the construction, try the same thing with a triangle instead of a single point A. (If

you choose the Reflect tool, you can click on the triangle and then the line, and GeoGebra will reflect the

entire triangle.)

GeoGebra Construction

These directions assume you’re using GeoGebra Classic; recall from previous weeks that your menus or options might

be slightly different if you’re using a different version. By now I assume you’ve sorted these differences out, so I won’t

include multiple versions of the directions. You can refer back the previous labs (or ask me) if you need help sorting

something out.

(1) Open a new GeoGebra window. Hide the axes but turn on the grid.

(2) Create two congruent triangles 4ABC and 4DEF . That means AB ∼= DE, BC ∼= EF , and AC ∼= DF .

You’re free to use any triangles you want, but if you’re not feeling creative, here are some suggestions. If you

use these you should convince yourself that 4ABC ∼= 4DEF .

A = (−7, 12) D = (2, 9)

B = (−6, 9) E = (5, 8)

C = (−4, 9) F = (5, 6)

By default, 4ABC (probably poly1 in GeoGebra’s list) will be orange. Make 4DEF green so that it’s

easier to keep track of. You can do this by right clicking on the triangle, choosing Object Properties, and using

the Color tab in the resulting window. Alternatively, you can find Object Properties under the Edit Menu,

but you’ll have to select the correct triangle from the list.

(3) The proof of Theorem 6.16 is constructive, meaning it uses step-by-step instructions to construct the three

reflections you need to send 4ABC to 4DEF . The first step is to reflect 4ABC across the perpendicular

bisector of AD.2 Create that perpendicular bisector and reflect4ABC across it. That should create4A′B′C ′,

probably called poly1’ or t1’ in GeoGebra’s list. Make 4A′B′C ′ red so it’s easier to spot.

2Unfortunately it’s hard to get GeoGebra to match the notation in the book, so the names of the points in this lab won’t match up with

the names in the book’s proof of the Theorem.



Notice that D = A′, i.e. A was reflected onto D. That’s because of the Rule up above! That’s one corner

down, and two to go!

(4) The next step is to reflect 4A′B′C ′ across the perpendicular bisector of B′E. Create that bisector. Notice

that the bisector goes through the point D = A′. That’s because these triangles are all congruent, so

|DE| = |A′B′|. In other words, D = A′ is the same distance from E and B′, so it’s on the perpendicular

bisector of B′E. (We proved a month ago that the perpendicular bisector of XY is the set of all points which

are equidistant to X and Y .)

Now reflect 4A′B′C ′ across the bisector of B′E. That should create 4A′′B′′C ′′, probably called poly1’’

or t1’’ in GeoGebra’s list. Color this newest triangle blue so we can keep track of it. Because D = A′ was on

the bisector, it stayed in place during this reflection. But now B′ was reflected onto E because of the Rule

above. That’s two corners down, and one to go!

(5) At this point you can probably see how to reflect your blue triangle 4A′′B′′C ′′ onto the green 4DEF , but

for completeness: create the perpendicular bisector of C ′′F . Assuming all has gone well, this bisector will

go through D and E. Reflect 4A′′B′′C ′′ across this bisector and verify that the new 4A′′′B′′′C ′′′, called

poly1’’’ in GeoGebra’s list, is in fact exactly 4DEF .

(6) Of course, we’ve just verified Theorem 6.16 in one particular case now, so you should click and drag 4ABC

around to verify that the construction still works. If you’re feeling adventuresome, you could completely change

A, B, C, D, E, and F to show this works for different congruent triangles 4ABC and 4DEF . Sometimes

you don’t need all three reflections — 4ABC is sent to 4DEF by the first one or two!

To receive credit for this assignment, save your file as and email it to me as an attachment by Wednesday, 10/25/17.

The email is due by the beginning of class. You will receive full credit if all of these conditions are met:

• The subject of your email is Math 5335 Lab 3.

• Your construction is attached to the email with the filename lastname-5335-lab3.ggb, where you have

replaced the generic lastname with your own.

• Your file is a correct and complete construction through step (5) above. In particular, I should be able to drag

4ABC around and see that all the reflections update correctly.

Jonathan Rogness <rogness@math.umn.edu> October 18, 2017
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